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welcome

When you stock a STRUCTUREbag purse or accessory, you know you are 
offering a bag not only hand-crafted in the USA, but eco-friendly as well. 
The canvas in our bags is 100-percent organic. The vintage buttons on our 
bifolds are often upcycled. The high quality, 100-percent wool fabrics are 
hand-felted by a one-woman-shop in South Carolina. We source our labels 
and printed canvases from other small businesses around the country.

STRUCTUREbags works hard to create unique bags made with great 
resources from great people.

STRUCTUREbags uniquely couples an engineer’s attention to detail with eco-
friendly materials. Bags and accessories feature clean lines and fresh looks 
for eco-conscious, patriotic, stylish women.
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organic canvas line Our Organic Canvas Line in is made from certified organic canvas, coupled 
with certified organic cotton linings. 

Our bifolds feature vintage, often upcycled, buttons. Our sachets use our 
high-quality organic canvas, vintage, upcycled linens and fine dried organic 
lavender. Bifolds, mini pouches and wristlets use fleece interfacing for 
added structure.

http://structurebags.com/collections/organic-canvas-line
http://structurebags.com/collections/organic-canvas-line
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OCL: Metro Our Metro Line is made from certified organic canvas and our exclusive 
organic vintage blueprint cotton linings and accents. Clean lines. Versatile 
colors. Functional styles. It all comes together in our Metro Line.

Bifold Mini Pouch Wristlet Fold-Over CrossTravel Kit

Keychain wristlet

Khaki Colors

Black Colors
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OCL: Metro

bifold {Metro}
SKU: OCBF-1501/1502

Keychain Wristlet {Metro}
SKU: OCKF-1501/1502

Our Metro bifolds are legit!

The Metro bifold keeps you 
organized without cramping 
your style. With its vintage 
button elastic closure and 
exclusive vintage blueprint 
inspired lining, you will get 
noticed. 

Organic canvas exterior, organic 
cotton interior. Fleece 
interfacing. Vintage button and 
elastic closure. Fits 
approximately 24 standard 
business cards or 10 store cards.

Stop the madness!

These key chain wristlets are a 
stylish solution to lost keys. 
Combining functionality with our 
exclusive vintage blueprint 
fabric, this little guy might 
become your new best friend.

Approximate 10-inch strap for 
5-inch wristlet. Organic canvas 
and cotton. Fleece interfacing. 
Nickel finish hardware.

Mini pouch {Metro} 
SKU: ocmp-15xx

These mini pouches are fresh!

Coins. Cards. Jewelry. These mini 
pouches are not an 
afterthought. With organic 
canvas outside, exclusive vintage  
blueprint fabric inside and a 
modern metal zip - they are 
fresh from every angle.

Approximately 3-inches by 5-
inches. Organic canvas exterior, 
organic cotton interior. Fleece 
interfacing. Quality metal zipper 
closure.



OCL: Metro

Pencil Wristlet {Metro}
SKU: OCPW-15XX

Travel Kits {Metro}
SKU: octk-15xx

Smartphone + bifold + lip gloss 
+ keys = hands-free.

Don't stress! You don't have to 
be an engineer to enjoy the 
versatility and beauty of our 
best-selling wristlets. Organic 
canvas outside. Exclusive vintage  
blueprint fabric inside. Metal zip 
closure and a tangle-free swivel 
strap. Use on its own or toss it in 
a larger bag. 

Approximately 4-inches by 8-inches with 
removable 5-inch wrist strap. Organic canvas 
exterior, organic cotton lining. Fleece 
interfacing. Nickel finish swivel clasp. Quality 
metal zipper closure.

fold-over cross {metro}
SKU: ocfo-15xx
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Jet-setter cool. 

No more zip-close plastic bags 
in your luggage. No more 
cluttered counter tops at home. 
Our washable kits are full on 
both size and style. With organic 
canvas outside, a modern metal 
zip and our exclusive vintage 
blueprint fabric trimmed handle, 
getting ready never felt so cool.
Choose small or large.

Small: Approximately 4-inches by 4-inches by 
8-inches long. Large: Approximately 5.5-
inches by 5.5-inches by 10.5-inches long. 
Organic canvas exterior, organic cotton twill 
interior. Fleece interfacing. Quality metal 
zipper closure.

Get hip! The fresh look of 
hands-free. Our fold-over cross 
is versatile, functional and oh-
so-hip. Organic canvas outside. 
Organic twill inside. And 
trimmed with our exclusive 
vintage blueprint fabric. Keep it 
compact as a fold-over or 
expand it for extra room. Slip 
pockets for easy organization.

Approximate dimensions: Folded: 14-inches 
wide at top by 12-inches tall by 2-inches 
deep; Extended: 14-inches wide at top by 16-
inches tall by 2-inches deep.

Interior pockets: 8-inches tall with 8-inch 
and 6-inch wide pockets. Organic canvas 
exterior, organic cotton twill interior. 
Magnetic snap closure closure.
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OCL: Geometric Our Geometric Line is made from certified organic canvas, coupled with 
certified organic cotton linings. Bold geometries and pops of color make this 
line bright, fresh and unexpected.

Foundation Bifold Strut Mini Pouch Element Wristlet SachetsKeychain wristlet Panel Clutch
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OCL: Geometric

Each bifold is unique, as its vintage button’s closure makes it nearly one-of-a-kind. Organic canvas exterior, organic 
cotton interior. Fleece interfacing. Vintage button and elastic closure. Fits approximately 24 standard business cards 
or 10 store cards. 

Foundation Bifold

{Blue}
SKU: OCBF-1301

{Pink}
SKU: OCBF-1302

{Red}
SKU: OCBF-1303

{Yellow}
SKU: OCBF-1304

ORGAnic Lavender sachets - two pack

Organic canvas prints, vintage upcycled linen and soothing fragrance harmoniously create a spa-like sense of luxury. 
Generously filled with the finest grade organic lavender and sealed with a unique top-stitched closure, these sachets 
are like no other. Set of two.

{Navy Tri}
SKU: OCSC-1301

{Emerald Zig}
SKU: OCSC-1302

{Slate Swirl}
SKU: OCSC-1303

{yellow Tri}
SKU: OCSC-1304
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OCL: Geometric

Corral coins or your jewelry—and do it with these eco-friendly designs. Colorful zippers and bold color 
combinations give style its own voice. Approximately 3-inches by 5-inches. Organic canvas exterior, organic cotton 
interior. Fleece interfacing. Quality zipper closure. Color options as shown in swatches.

STRUT MINI POUCH

{Navy tri} {emerald zig} {Slate Swirl} {Yellow Tri}

ELEMENT pencil wristlet

Banish clutter with this tangle-free, go-to wristlet. Large enough to hold a smartphone, bifold, lip gloss and keys. 
Small enough to toss into a larger bag.  Approximately 4-inches by 8-inches with removable 5-inch wrist strap. 
Organic canvas exterior, organic cotton lining. Fleece interfacing. Nickel finish swivel clasp. Quality zipper closure. 
Color options as shown in swatches.

SKU: OCMP1301B SKU: OCmp1304B SKU: OCmp1303e SKU: OCmp1304e SKU: OCmp1303G SKU: OCmp1304G SKU: OCmp1303Y SKU: OCmp1304Y

{Navy tri} {emerald zig} {Slate Swirl} {Yellow Tri}

SKU: OCpw1301B SKU: OCpw1304B SKU: OCpw1303e SKU: OCpw1304e SKU: OCpw1303G SKU: OCpw1304G SKU: OCpw1303Y SKU: OCpw1304Y
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OCL: Geometric

These 100-percent organic fabric keychain wristlets are as functional as they are fun. 
Approximate 10-inch strap for 5-inch wristlet. Organic canvas. Nickel finish hardware.

Keychain Wristlets

{Navy tri} {emerald zig} {Slate Swirl} {Yellow Tri}

Panel Clutch

Roomy elegance with a pop of color - this clutch is it! Room for everything you need for an afternoon out, or use it 
as a beautiful organizational pouch or make-up bag in your oversize tote. Colorful zippers and bold color 
combinations give your style its own voice. Approximately 6-inches by 9-inches. Organic canvas exterior, organic 
cotton interior. Fleece interfacing. Quality zipper closure. White zippers have organic tape.

SKU: OCKf1301B SKU: OCKf1302B SKU: OCKf1301e SKU: OCKf1302e SKU: OCkf1301G SKU: OCkf1302G SKU: OCkf1301Y SKU: OCkf1302Y

{Navy tri} {emerald zig} {Slate Swirl}

SKU: OCpc1301B SKU: OCpc1302B SKU: OCpc1301e SKU: OCpc1302e SKU: OCpc1301G SKU: OCpc1302G SKU: OCpc1301Y SKU: OCpc1302Y

{Yellow Tri}
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Camo with a Cause Our Camo with a Cause Line uses organic canvas and organic cotton lining 
together with a poly/cotton blend camo. Our camo line features vintage, 
often upcycled, military style buttons. Bifolds, mini pouches and wrislets 
use fleece interfacing for added structure. Available in Army ACU, Navy 
NWU, Air Force ABU and Marine MARPAT.

Our Camo with a Cause items are gifts that give - with $1 per item going to 
Team Red, White & Blue, an international non-profit enriching the lives of 
America’s veterans by connecting them to their community through physical 
and social activity.

http://structurebags.com/collections/camo-with-a-cause
http://structurebags.com/collections/camo-with-a-cause


CLassic Camo Our Classic Camo with a Cause Line uses organic canvas and organic cotton 
lining together with a poly/cotton blend digital camo. Our camo line 
features vintage, often upcycled, military style buttons. Bifolds, mini 
pouches and wristlets use fleece interfacing for added structure. 

Foundation Bifold Strut Mini Pouch Element WristletOrnament Column Wine toteKeychain Wristlet
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CLassic Camo Gifts that give: $1 per item goes to Team RWB

Strut Mini Pouch {camo}
SKU: CCMP-13

Element Wristlet {Camo}
SKU: CCPW-13

Be Generous! Corral your coins 
or envelop your jewelry—and 
do it with a conscience. Every 
time you use this petite camo 
coin purse organizer you’ll 
remember you gave $1 to aid 
military families. Feel great 
about it.

Approximately 3-inches by 5-
inches. Organic canvas and poly/
cotton camo exterior, organic 
cotton lining. Fleece interfacing. 
Quality zipper closure.

Be Freedom-Friendly! Banish 
clutter and give yourself a pat 
on the back with this tangle-
free, go-to camo wristlet. Large 
enough to hold your 
smartphone, bifold, lip gloss and 
keys. Small enough to toss into 
your larger bag. 

Approximately 4-inches by 8-
inches with removable 5-inch 
wrist strap. Organic canvas and 
poly/cotton camo exterior, 
organic cotton lining. Fleece 
interfacing. Nickel finish swivel 
clasp. Quality zipper closure.

Column Wine TOte {Camo}
SKU: CCWT-13

This fun and functional digital 
camo wine tote shows a giving 
heart and good taste. The 
upscale design is a gift in itself.

Fits most 750 ml-size wine 
bottles. Organic canvas and 
poly/cotton camo exterior. 
Organic cotton lining.
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CLassic Camo

Keychain Wristlet {Camo}
SKU: CCKF-13

Gifts that give: $1 per item goes to Team RWB

Ornament {camo}
SKU: CCTO-13

These key chain wristlets are a 
stylish solution to lost keys. 
Combining functionality with 
your favorite military camo, this 
little guy might become your 
new best friend.

Approximate 10-inch strap for 
5-inch wristlet. Organic canvas 
and cotton or poly/cotton camo. 
Nickel finish hardware.

Our digital camo Christmas-
tree-shaped ornaments say, 
"Hooah!" Trimmed with an 
upcycled wool trunk. It’s as all-
American as it gets.

Approximately 3.5-inches by 
3.5-inches. Poly/cotton digital 
camo with upcycled wool trunk 
and poly ribbon hanger. Wool 
trunk color will vary.

Foundation Bifold {camo} 
SKU: CCBF-13

Be Caring! Treat your cards to a 
stylish home with an eco-
friendly bifold that gives back. 
This unique design closes with a 
vintage military-style button. 
Feel good knowing $1 goes to 
aid military families. Whether 
housing business, gift or store 
cards, your style and generosity 
will get noticed. Buttons vary.

Organic canvas exterior, organic 
cotton and poly/cotton interior. 
Fleece interfacing. Vintage 
button and elastic closure. Fits 
approximately 24 standard 
business cards or 10 store cards.



Camo: Metro Our Metro Camo with a Cause Line uses organic canvas and organic cotton 
lining together with a cotton or poly/cotton blend camo. You’ll find touches 
of our exclusive vintage blueprint fabric throughout. Our camo line features 
vintage, often upcycled, military style buttons. Bifolds, mini pouches and 
wristlets use fleece interfacing for added structure. 

Travel Kit Fold-over Cross Four BranchesPencil WristletMini Pouch
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Camo: Metro

Pencil Wristlet {Camo}
SKU: CCPW-15

Gifts that give: $1 per item goes to Team RWB

Mini Pouch {camo}
SKU: CCMP-15

Don't stress! You don't have to 
be an engineer to enjoy the 
versatility and beauty of our 
best-selling wristlets. Organic 
canvas outside. Exclusive vintage  
blueprint fabric inside. Metal zip 
closure and a tangle-free swivel 
strap. Use on its own or toss it in 
a larger bag. 

Approximately 4-inches by 8-
inches with removable 5-inch 
wrist strap. Organic canvas and 
camo exterior, organic cotton 
lining. Fleece interfacing. Nickel 
finish swivel clasp. Quality metal 
zipper closure. Camo is cotton or 
poly/cotton blend.

These mini pouches are fresh!
Coins. Cards. Jewelry. These mini 
pouches are not an 
afterthought. With organic 
canvas and camo outside, 
exclusive vintage blueprint 
fabric inside and a modern metal 
zip - they are fresh from every 
angle.

Approximately 3-inches by 5-
inches. Organic canvas and camo 
exterior, organic cotton interior. 
Fleece interfacing. Quality metal 
zipper closure. Camo is cotton or 
poly/cotton blend.

Travel Kit {camo} 
SKU: CCDK-15

Jet-setter cool.
No more zip-close plastic bags 
in your luggage. No more 
cluttered counter tops at home. 
Our washable kits are full on 
both size and style. With organic 
canvas outside, a modern metal 
zip and our exclusive vintage 
blueprint fabric trimmed handle, 
getting ready never felt so cool.

Small: Approximately 4-inches 
by 4-inches by 8-inches long. 
Large: Approximately 5.5-inches 
by 5.5-inches by 10.5-inches 
long. Organic canvas exterior 
with camo, organic cotton twill 
interior. Fleece interfacing. 
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Camo: Metro

Counter-clockwise from 
upper left: 
Army {ACU}
Navy {NWU}

AIR FORCE {ABU}
Marine {MARPAT}

Gifts that give: $1 per item goes to Team RWB

Fold-Over Cross {camo}
SKU: CCFO-15

These mini pouches are fresh!
Coins. Cards. Jewelry. These mini 
pouches are not an 
afterthought. With organic 
canvas and camo outside, 
exclusive vintage blueprint 
fabric inside and a modern metal 
zip - they are fresh from every 
angle.

Approximately 3-inches by 5-
inches. Organic canvas and camo 
exterior, organic cotton interior. 
Fleece interfacing. Quality metal 
zipper closure. Camo is cotton or 
poly/cotton blend.



CADET GREY LINE Our Cadet Grey Line is made from genuine, upcycled United States Military 
Academy cadet uniforms. Totes are lined with organic cotton and have 
organic canvas handles. Our pillows use high-quality silk ribbons, exquisite 
appliques, fine trims and genuine upcycled or new cadet buttons. Our 
sachets feature genuine military uniforms, vintage upcycled linens and fine 
organic lavender.

Parade WIne Tote Gala Pillow Supe’s Garden Pillow Hudson Pillow Sachets
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Flirtation Point Pillow

http://structurebags.com/collections/cadet-grey-line
http://structurebags.com/collections/cadet-grey-line
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Cadet Grey Line

Parade Wine Tote {Cadet Grey}
SKU: CGWT-1302

Gala Ring Pillow {Cadet Grey}
SKU: CGRP-1301

Authentic USMA Uniforms

Supe’s Garden Ring Pillow 
{Cadet Grey} SKU: CGRP-1302

For the true wine connoisseur 
and devoted USMA fan, 
STRUCTUREbags offers this 
authentic upcycled cadet uniform 
wine tote. Outside: a full-dress 
cadet uniform tail. Inside: fine 
organic cotton. Gives the five-
star treatment.

Fits most wine and champagne 
bottles. Upcycled USMA cadet 
grey uniform with organic canvas 
handle and organic cotton lining.

This tuxedo bow pillow has a 
tailored look and clean line. With 
a lovely paneled and top-stitched  
front and convenient hand-slide 
back, this pillow is both classy 
and tiny-hand-friendly.

Upcycled USMA cadet grey 
uniform front and reverse. 
Paneled diamond front with top-
stitching. Black, velvet bow-tie 
ribbon with black 100-percent 
silk ribbon ring tie. Velvet piping. 
Poly stuffing.  Dust bag and 
keepsake box included.  Small: 6-
inch square.

With its authentic grey uniform 
base, subtle pant trim band and 
elegant button-tucked flower, 
this ring pillow will capture 
admiring glances throughout your 
special day.

Upcycled USMA cadet grey 
uniform front and reverse. Hand 
cut and applied 100-percent silk 
chiffon flower. Button tuck with 
cadet dress button front, spoony 
button back. Interchangeable 
black 100-percent silk ribbon 
ring tie. Genuine cadet pant 
stripe banding. Poly stuffing.  
Dust bag and keepsake box 
included.  Small: 6-inch square. 
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Cadet Grey Line

Flirtation Point Ring Pillow 
{Cadet Grey} SKU: CGRP-1303

Hudson Ring Pillow 
{Cadet Grey} SKU: CGRP-1304

Authentic USMA Uniforms

Sachets {Cadet Grey} 
SKU: CGSC-1301

The appliques on our ring pillows 
are hand sewn, allowing the 
detailed beading and lace to take 
center stage. The authentic cadet 
dress button distinguishes it 
from anything else. 

Upcycled USMA cadet grey 
uniform front and reverse. Hand 
applied applique. Cadet dress 
button with interchangeable 
black 100-percent silk ribbon 
ring tie. Velvet piping. Poly 
stuffing. Dust bag and keepsake 
box included. Large: 8-inch 
square.

Structured and softened, this 
hand-sewn pin tucked pillow will 
bring a modern and sophisticated 
look to a wedding. The waves on 
this pillow mimic those seen in 
the Hudson River on a warm 
Spring Day. The upcycled spoony 
button provides the perfect 
finishing touch.

Upcycled USMA cadet grey 
uniform front and reverse. Hand-
formed pin-tucking. Cadet dress 
button with interchangeable 
black 100-percent silk ribbon 
ring tie. Velvet piping. Poly 
stuffing. Dust bag and keepsake 
box included. Large: 8-inch 
square.

Authentic USMA cadet uniform, 
vintage upcycled linen and 
soothing fragrance harmoniously 
create a spa-like sense of luxury. 
Generously filled with the finest 
grade organic lavender, these 
sachets are not only memorable 
they are a piece of history. Set of 
two.

Approximately 3-inches by 5-
inches. Upcycled USMA cadet grey 
uniform front. Upcycled vintage 
linen reverse. Top-stitched 
closure. Organic lavender.
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Gifts

Spec Wine Bag “Wine!” 
{Burlap} 

SKU: ACWB-1301

Burlap Wine Bags

This wine bag is crafted to show 
your wine recipient that the gift 
inside is something to be savored. 
Additional prints added 
seasonally. 

Choose from our ready-made 
prints or contact us to request a 
quote on a customized print for 
orders of 24 bags or more.

Spec Wine Bag Flake: Silver or 
Blue Glitter; Blue  {Burlap} 

SKU: ACWB-1303

Spec Wine CUSTOM
{Burlap} 

SKU: ACWB-1305

Spec Wine Bag Tree: Green, 
Silver or Green Glitter  

{Burlap} 

Spec Wine Bag Leaf: Black, 
orange, green {Burlap} 

SKU: ACWB-1304
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About Brenda

During Brenda’s tenure as a 
designer and manager, she 
learned to control the details: 
durability, constructability and 
design must come together as 
one. With each fabric choice, 
with each stitch, Brenda’s vision 
is brought to you with great 
care.

When Brenda and her husband 
relocated to the United States 
Military Academy at West Point 
in 2009, her appreciation for 
members and families of our 
military soared. Living on a 
military post shines light on the 
sacrifices and commitment of 

Before turning her attention to accessory design, Brenda spent more than 12 years 
as a successful structural engineer. The features customers have come to expect in a 
well-made, handcrafted STRUCTUREbag are rooted in Brenda’s seismic design 
background.

military families: deployments, circumstantial single-parenting, tragedies and 
volunteerism.

In many ways, STRUCTUREbags reflects the lessons learned in Brenda’s years at West 
Point. STRUCTUREbags is about giving back: to the environment, to those who serve, 
to those left behind. 
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Wholesale Terms & Order Form

Order Minimums
STRUCTUREbags wants to work with you to make your sales grow! With that in mind we have developed an order minimum to ensure the  
lowest costs, highest quality and a customer-friendly mix of items are in your store. 

Line    Initial Order  ReOrder
Organic Canvas - Geometric*  $300   $150
Organic Canvas - Metro*  $300   $150
Camo with a Cause - Classic*  $300   $150
Camo with a Cause - Metro*  $300   $150
Camo with a Cause - Ornament only  $100   $50
Cadet Grey    $400   $200
Burlap Bags may be included toward any of the above minimums. 4 minimum.   
*Minimums in the the OCL & Camo lines may be combined provided selection includes a minimum of 4 pieces from each collection. 
Example: OCL: Metro - 6 wristlets, 2 Fold-Overs. CWC: Classic - 10 Ornaments, 2 Mini Pouches. CWC: Metro - 4 mini pouches. Total = 
$326.00. (8 from OCL Metro, 12 from CWC: Classic, 4 from CWC: Metro.)

Shipping 
Wholesale orders are filled from in-stock and made-to-order items. As such, STRUCTUREbags works tirelessly to make your customized 
order meet your needs as fast as possible. Please allow 2-4 weeks for shipment. Please check our wholesale page for current shipment 
estimates. Expedited shipping is available - please ask! Shipping is billed separately once order is shipped.

Items ship via USPS priority mail with delivery confirmation, unless otherwise requested. Bags are carefully packaged, but should they 
arrive damaged STRUCTUREbags will replace items once the damaged items are returned to STRUCTUREbags. Please notify 
STRUCTUREbags within 3 days of receipt of damaged goods. Replacements will ship within 15 business days of receipt of damaged items. 
Shipments determined lost will be replaced only after an exhaustive search is complete. Monetary refunds are not given for either lost or 
damaged items. 

The basics
Thank you for your interest in selling STRUCTUREbags! Here you will find our basic terms and conditions as well as answers to our most frequently asked questions. But if you still have 
questions - please call! 

Please note, currently STRUCTUREbags reserves all online selling rights. Please inquire for special written permission to feature an item in your eStore.

Some final notes
We are happy to send up to two samples at the wholesale price plus applicable shipping. Samples may go toward 
minimums upon ordering.
Customized items are non-returnable except in cases of defect. Please call us with additional questions - we can help!

proudly Hand-Crafted in San Luis Obispo, California

STRUCTUREbags uniquely couples an engineer’s 
attention to detail with eco-friendly materials. 
Bags and accessories feature clean lines and 
fresh looks for eco-conscious, stylish women.

mailto:partner@structurebags.com
mailto:partner@structurebags.com
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Wholesale Terms & Order Form
In-store sales assistance & tips
STRUCTUREbags has the biggest impact when grouped and well-stocked to showcase the beautiful colors and detailing of the products.  To further assist, STRUCTUREbags will provide initial orders a 5x7 framed 
informative flyer to accompany each line. Our mission is important to us and our customers. Please share the story with your customers and see the difference it makes. Here are some quick talking points (cards 
included with order):

• STRUCTUREbags are made using a licensed structural engineer’s attention to detail ensuring high-quality - thus the name!
• Shaped by its founding location at the United States Military Academy at West Point, STRUCTUREbags American made & grounded in giving back
• Our Camo with a Cause Line gives $1 for every item purchased to aid military families 
• All cottons are organic - helping keep farmers and the environment safe
• Upcycling is recreating something existing into something completely different (uniforms, linens, and wool)
• Burlap is eco-friendly jute which biodegrades quickly and safely
• All buttons are vintage and almost all are different - making each item with a button one-of-a-kind or few-of-a-kind
• The high quality, 100-percent wool fabrics are hand-felted by a one-woman-shop in South Carolina
• We source our labels and printed canvases from other small businesses around the country

Business info
Business Name: ____________________________________________________
Business Website: _________________________________________________

RESALE/Cert of Authority #: _____________________________________

    Boutique Museum Shop Gift SHop Resort
    Other___________________________________

BUYER info
Buyer Name: ____________________________________________________
Buyer Phone: _________________________________________________

Buyer Email: _____________________________________

Shipping Address
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

City ________________________  State  __________  Zip  _____________

Billing Address
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

City ________________________  State  __________  Zip  _____________

I have read agree to the STRUCTUREbags wholesale Terms & conditions.
Signature: ___________________________________________________________________

To place your order, Please complete the order form on the following pages. Email your completed form to contact@structurebags.com

mailto:partner@structurebags.com
mailto:partner@structurebags.com
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Wholesale Terms & Order Form
Organic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRICOrganic Canvas Line: GEOMETRIC

SKU Description Unit Price Quantity Subtotal SKU Description Unit Price Quantity Subtotal

Foundation BifoldsFoundation BifoldsFoundation BifoldsFoundation BifoldsFoundation Bifolds Organic Lavender SachetsOrganic Lavender SachetsOrganic Lavender SachetsOrganic Lavender SachetsOrganic Lavender Sachets
OCBF-1301 {Blue}

$9.25

OCBF-1301 {Navy Tri}

$12.50OCBF-1302 {Pink} $9.25 OCBF-1302 {Emerald Zig} $12.50
OCBF-1303 {Red}

$9.25
OCBF-1303 {Slate Swirl}

$12.50

OCBF-1304 {Yellow}

$9.25

OCBF-1304 {Yellow Tri}

$12.50

Bifold SubtotalBifold SubtotalBifold SubtotalBifold Subtotal Sachet SubtotalSachet SubtotalSachet SubtotalSachet Subtotal

Strut Mini PouchesStrut Mini PouchesStrut Mini PouchesStrut Mini PouchesStrut Mini Pouches Element WristletsElement WristletsElement WristletsElement WristletsElement Wristlets
OCMP-1301B {Navy Tri}/Red

$11.25

OCPW-1301
B

{Navy Tri}/Red

$18.25

OCMP-1304B {Navy Tri}/Yellow

$11.25

OCPW-1304
B

{Navy Tri}/Yellow

$18.25

OCMP-1303E {Emerald Zig}/Blue

$11.25

OCPW-1303
E

{Emerald Zig}/Blue

$18.25OCMP-1304E {Emerald Zig}/Pink $11.25 OCPW-1304
E

{Emerald Zig}/Pink $18.25
OCMP-1303G {Slate Swirl}/Blue

$11.25
OCPW-1303

G
{Slate Swirl}/Blue

$18.25

OCMP-1304G {Slate Swirl}/Red

$11.25

OCPW-1304
G

{Slate Swirl}/Red

$18.25

OCMP-1303Y {Yellow Tri}/Blue

$11.25

OCPW-1303
Y

{Yellow Tri}/Blue

$18.25

OCMP-1304Y {Yellow Tri}/Black

$11.25

OCPW-1304
Y

{Yellow Tri}/Black

$18.25

Mini Pouch SubtotalMini Pouch SubtotalMini Pouch SubtotalMini Pouch Subtotal Wristlet SubtotalWristlet SubtotalWristlet SubtotalWristlet Subtotal

Keychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain Wristlets Panel ClutchesPanel ClutchesPanel ClutchesPanel ClutchesPanel Clutches
OCKF-1301B {Navy Tri}/Red

$5
(5 minimum)

OCPC-1301B {Navy Tri}/Red

$19.75

OCKF-1302B {Navy Tri}/Yellow

$5
(5 minimum)

OCPC-1302B {Navy Tri}/Yellow

$19.75

OCKF-1301E {Emerald Zig}/Blue

$5
(5 minimum)

OCPC-1301E {Emerald Zig}/Blue

$19.75OCKF-1302E {Emerald Zig}/Pink $5
(5 minimum)

OCPC-1302E {Emerald Zig}/Pink $19.75
0CKF-1301S {Slate Swirl}/Blue

$5
(5 minimum) OCPC-1301S {Slate Swirl}/Blue

$19.75

0CKF-1302S {Slate Swirl}/Red

$5
(5 minimum)

OCPC-1302G {Slate Swirl}/Red

$19.75

OCKF-1302Y
Y

{Yellow Tri}/Blue

$5
(5 minimum)

OCPC-1301Y {Yellow Tri}/Black

$19.75

OCKF-1302Y
Y

{Yellow Tri}/Black

$5
(5 minimum)

OCPC-1302Y {Yellow Tri}/Blue

$19.75

Keychain SubtotalKeychain SubtotalKeychain SubtotalKeychain Subtotal Clutch SubtotalClutch SubtotalClutch SubtotalClutch Subtotal

 Geometric  (Less Shipping): Geometric  (Less Shipping): Geometric  (Less Shipping): Geometric  (Less Shipping): Geometric  (Less Shipping): Geometric  (Less Shipping): Geometric  (Less Shipping): Geometric  (Less Shipping): Geometric  (Less Shipping):

mailto:partner@structurebags.com
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Wholesale Terms & Order Form

Organic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro PageOrganic Canvas Line: Metro Page

SKU Description Unit Price QuantityQuantity SubtotalSubtotal SKUSKU DescriptionDescription Unit PriceUnit Price QuantityQuantity Subtotal

BifoldsBifoldsBifoldsBifoldsBifoldsBifoldsBifolds Keychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain WristletsKeychain Wristlets

OCBF-1501 {Black}

$9.25

OCKF-1502OCKF-1502 {Black}{Black}

$5.00$5.00

OCBF-1502 {Khaki}

$9.25

OCKF-1502OCKF-1502 {Khaki}{Khaki}

$5.00$5.00

Bifold SubtotalBifold SubtotalBifold SubtotalBifold SubtotalBifold Subtotal keychain wristlet Subtotalkeychain wristlet Subtotalkeychain wristlet Subtotalkeychain wristlet Subtotalkeychain wristlet Subtotalkeychain wristlet Subtotalkeychain wristlet Subtotalkeychain wristlet Subtotal

SKU Description Unit Price {Khaki}
/Denim

{Khaki}
/Fern

{Khaki}
/Lav

{Khaki}
/Nut

{Khaki}
/Pink

{Khaki}
/Red

{Khaki}
/Denim

{Khaki}
/Fern

{Khaki}
/Lav

{Khaki}
/Nut

{Khaki}
/Pink

{Khaki}
/Red

Subtotal

OCMP-15 Mini Pouches $11.25

OCPW-15 Pencil Wristlet $18.25

OCTK-15S Travel Kit - Small $24.00

OCTK-15L Travel Kit - Large $30.00

OCFO-15 Fold-Over Cross $32.50

 Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping): Metro  (Less Shipping):
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Wholesale Terms & Order Form
Camo with a CauseCamo with a CauseCamo with a CauseCamo with a CauseCamo with a CauseCamo with a CauseCamo with a CauseCamo with a Cause

Camo with a Cause: ClassicCamo with a Cause: ClassicCamo with a Cause: ClassicCamo with a Cause: ClassicCamo with a Cause: ClassicCamo with a Cause: ClassicCamo with a Cause: ClassicCamo with a Cause: Classic
SKU Description Unit Price Quantity ARMY 

{ACU}
Quantity NAVY 

{NWU}
Quantity 

Air Force {ABU}
Quantity

Marine {MARPAT}
Subtotal

CCBF-13 Bifold $9.25

CCMP-13 Mini Pouch $11.25

CCPW-13 Pencil Wristlet $18.25

CCWT-13 Column Wine Tote $19.75

CCTO-13 Ornament $5.00

CCKF-13 Keychain Wristlet $5.00

* if ordering ornaments, minimum is 5. If ordering keychain wristlets, minimum is 4. * if ordering ornaments, minimum is 5. If ordering keychain wristlets, minimum is 4. * if ordering ornaments, minimum is 5. If ordering keychain wristlets, minimum is 4. * if ordering ornaments, minimum is 5. If ordering keychain wristlets, minimum is 4. * if ordering ornaments, minimum is 5. If ordering keychain wristlets, minimum is 4. * if ordering ornaments, minimum is 5. If ordering keychain wristlets, minimum is 4. * if ordering ornaments, minimum is 5. If ordering keychain wristlets, minimum is 4. * if ordering ornaments, minimum is 5. If ordering keychain wristlets, minimum is 4. 

Camo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line Subtotal

Camo with a Cause: MetroCamo with a Cause: MetroCamo with a Cause: MetroCamo with a Cause: MetroCamo with a Cause: MetroCamo with a Cause: MetroCamo with a Cause: MetroCamo with a Cause: Metro
SKU Description Unit Price Quantity ARMY 

{ACU}
Quantity NAVY 

{NWU}
Quantity 

Air Force {ABU}
Quantity

Marine {MARPAT}
Subtotal

CCMP-15 Mini Pouch $11.25

CCPW-15 Pencil Wristlet $18.25

CCDK-1501 Small Travel Kit $24.00

CCWT-1502 Small Travel Kit $30.00

CCFO-15 Fold-Over Cross $32.50

Camo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line SubtotalCamo with a Cause line Subtotal

 Camo Total (less shipping) Camo Total (less shipping) Camo Total (less shipping) Camo Total (less shipping) Camo Total (less shipping) Camo Total (less shipping) Camo Total (less shipping)
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Wholesale Terms & Order Form
Gifts and Cadet GreyGifts and Cadet GreyGifts and Cadet GreyGifts and Cadet GreyGifts and Cadet GreyGifts and Cadet GreyGifts and Cadet Grey

Cadet Grey LIneCadet Grey LIneCadet Grey LIneCadet Grey LIneCadet Grey LIne
SKU Description Unit Price Quantity Subtotal

CGWT-1301 Parade Wine Tote $82.50

CGRP-1301 Gala Ring Pillow $100.00

CGRP-1302 Supe’s Garden Ring 
Pillow

$100.00

CGRP-1303 Flirtation Point Ring 
Pillow

$122.50

CGRP-1304 Hudson Ring Pillow $122.50

CGSC-1301 Sachets $22.50

Cadet Grey line SubtotalCadet Grey line SubtotalCadet Grey line SubtotalCadet Grey line Subtotal

Burlap gift bags Burlap gift bags Burlap gift bags Burlap gift bags Burlap gift bags Burlap gift bags Burlap gift bags 
ACWB-1301 WINE! $5 Red wine, only.Red wine, only.

ACWB-1302 Tree $5 Please specify color & quant. choices:   ____Green Glitter,   ____GreenPlease specify color & quant. choices:   ____Green Glitter,   ____Green

ACWB-1303 Flake $5 Please specify color & quant. choices:   ____Silver Glitter,   ____Blue Glitter,  ____BluePlease specify color & quant. choices:   ____Silver Glitter,   ____Blue Glitter,  ____Blue

ACWB-1304 Leaf $5 Please specify color & quant. choices: ____Black,   ____Green, ____Orange Please specify color & quant. choices: ____Black,   ____Green, ____Orange 

ACWB-1305 Custom $5 Please contact STRUCTUREbags for custom quote.Please contact STRUCTUREbags for custom quote.

Gifts SubtotalGifts SubtotalGifts SubtotalGifts Subtotal

SubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotal
 Gift Total (less shipping) Gift Total (less shipping) Gift Total (less shipping) Gift Total (less shipping) Gift Total (less shipping) Gift Total (less shipping)

 Grand Total (less shipping) Grand Total (less shipping) Grand Total (less shipping) Grand Total (less shipping) Grand Total (less shipping) Grand Total (less shipping)
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